distant ADJECTIVE
They travelled to many distant lands.
faraway
for off
remote
distRACT VERB
I'm trying to concentrate and you're distracting me.
to disturb
to interrupt
to bother
to put off You're putting me off.
disturb VERB
I'm working, so please don't disturb me.
to interrupt
to bother
to worry
to trouble
to alarm
to upset
to distress
dive VERB
He dived into the water.
to plunge
to leap
to jump
divide VERB
We can divide the grapes between us.
to share
to split
to cut
to split
to separate
dizzy ADJECTIVE
I felt weak and dizzy.
giddy
faint
light-headed
unsteady
do VERB does, doing, did, done

Some types of dog:
a beagle
a boxer
a bulldog
a chihuahua
a collie
a dachshund
a Dalmatian
a German Shepherd
a greyhound
a Labrador
A mongrel is a mixture of different breeds.
a poodle
a retriever
a sheepdog
a spaniel
terrier
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